WHITTLE WAXES DAILY CLEAN
INFORMATION SHEET
Product Description: Whittle Waxes Daily Clean
Especially for the cleaning of all vinyl floors, linoleum, laminate and multiple other synthetic surfaces.
 Natural, Daily Clean contains natural ingredients, without dyes and fragrances.
 Efficient, Daily Clean cleans thoroughly, yet is gentle on the surface, regular use will keep the
surface looking like new.
 Convenient, Daily Cleans ready to use formula, dries without leaving any residue or streaks on
the surface.
Recommended Tools: Spray
bottle, waffle cloth or damp
mop
Container sizes: 1 litre

Dilute: Use undiluted
Consumption: 1 litre of Vinyl
Daily Clean Spray is enough for
about 20 – 30 m2.

Storage: Cool but frost-free.
In unopened packages for
3 years.

Directions: Generously spray Daily Clean on the surface, then wipe off with a damp cloth or damp
mop, avoid leaving excess water on the surface.
1 litre of Daily Clean is enough for about 30 cleaning cycles. Regular use of a suitable maintenance
product, such as Whittle Waxes Refresher is recommended after approximately 5-6 cleanings with
Whittle Waxes Daily Clean.
For cleaning large surfaces Whittle Waxes Daily Clean can be diluted. Approximately 20 - 30 ml per
10 litre-bucket of water. Apply with a damp mop and avoid leaving any excess water on the surface.
Ingredients: Water, <5% anionic surfactants, <5% non-ionic surfactants, <5% phosphates, butyl glycol.

International GHS Safety Notes: P101 If medical
advice is needed, keep packaging or label
handy. P102 Keep out of the reach of children.
P103 Read label before use. Only give
completely empty containers for recycling. Dried
residue can be disposed of as household waste
or as construction waste. Dispose of liquid
remains at a collection point for old paints. ASN
No. 080112. Poison Information Center 13 11 26

Disclaimer: Our technical advice in written form is
given in good faith and on the basis of
experiments, but it is only non-binding advice and
does not release you from the obligation to test
the products supplied by us as to their suitability
for the particular purpose. Application, use and
processing of the products outside our direct
control are entirely your responsibility. Naturally
we guarantee consistent quality of our products
corresponding to the original sample. With
release of new product information the previous
information loses validity.
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